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if, as in the case of some of them, the principal hero is composite, the 
facts are as observed, and to many, with Mr. Thompson's interpretation 
of motive and purpose, these animals, whether bird or beast, will seem 
more human in their intelligence, sympathies, and means of communi- 
cation than is generally believed. In detailing "the real personality of 
the individual" Mr. Thompson gives us an insight into the •eal life of a 
species which any amount of description of the ways of a species as a 
species would never convey. 'Silv•rspot' is a Crow, distinguishable 
from other Crows by an albinistic mark on the side of the face, and the 
history of this individual as a distinct personality isamost telling way 
of placing before the reader the 'inner life,' so to speak, of the Crow 
tribe in general. The same is true of 'Redruff,'aPartridge of distin_ 
guished size and mean. In the lives of these 'dumb creatures' there 
is something pathetically human, that appeals to the reader's sympathies, 
and shows how much there is in man and beast that is shared in com- 

mon. The marginal iIlustrations that cluster about the small type-bed 
of the pages are as suggestive and appropriate as can well be imagined, 
while the narrative is graphic, simple, and hence effective. In every 
way the book is something out of the ordinary, and as pleasing as it is 
original. --J. A. A. 

Stone on the Types of Birds in the Collection of the Academy of Nat- 
ural Sciences of Philadelphia.-- Under this title • Mr. Stone gives us a 
very interesting historical sketch of the Ornithological Collection in 
the Museum of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,-- 
perhaps still the most noted of any in this country,--followed by a 
detailed descriptive account of the type specimens of the birds it contains, 
arranged under the names of the authors of the species. In i$.57, this 
collection xvas regarded, by so eminent an authority on the subject as 
Dr. Sclater, as the most perfect then in existence. As Mr. Stone .has 
already given the readers of 'The Auk' (April, •$99, PP' •66-I77) the 
history of this collection,--how and whence it was gathered, and the 
elements constituting its greatness,--which is more briefly and statistic- 
ally presented again here, we need not dwell upon this phase oi the 
subject. 

In i$97 this collection contained 43,460 specimens, including the 
types of about 350 species. Respecting the early American ornithologists, 
it is of interest to note that these include types of t•vo of Alexander 
XVilson's species; $ of C.L. Bonaparte's; Sol J. K. Townsend's; 8 of 
Audubon's; 3 of Nuttall's; 9 of %Villiam Gambel's; x of Edward I•arris's 
(the only species he described); 2 of George A. McCall's; and 3 of Dr. 
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Heermann's. There are types of about •6oofCassin's species, and 9of 
Peale's, and types of one or more species oi some twenty other Ameri- 
can ornithologists, besides types of many species (about •o) described 
by foreign ornithologists of note. 

Not only has Mr. Stone given a list of the types in the Museum of the 
Academy, but in the case of species described in the Academy's ' Proceed- 
ings,' especially if North American, also the location of the types when 
not in the Academy's collection, if extant, and if believed to be not extant, 
this fact is also stated. The paper is thus an especially valuable one, 
and one involving great labor, for which Mr. Stone is entitled to the 
gratitude of his fellow ornithologists. •J. A. A. 

New North American Birds.--During the last few months Mr. Bangs 
and others have described several new species and snbspeciesof North 
American birds. Mr. Bangs has separated the Barred Owl of Texas, 
heretofore of late referred to <•yr•tœt•m •aebulosum alle•œ of Florida, as S. 
•. /tel•eoltim, • on the ground of its general lighter coloration. The 
Spruce Grouse of Labrador he has likewise described as Ca•zacttites 
canadensis labraclorœus, • basing the form on slight differences of colora- 
tion, more pronounced in the female than in the male. He has also 
(•haracterized a nexv Rail •rom Southern California as Rall•ts lez, t•es, a 
allied to R. obsole/us and R. beldœ•œ, from which it differs in being 
smaller, and also somewhat in coloration. 

Mr. Brewster has described a new Clapper Rail froin the South Atlan- 
tic coast as Railus crepih•ns zt, ayn½i; 4 a comparison of Georgia and East 
Florida birds with those from New York and New Jersey showing that 
the southern form is much darker, the underparts more ashy, and the 
under tail-coverts with fewer markings. 

Mr. XV. H. Osgood has given a new name• Chamwa jStsc/ala •wa, s to 
the form of XVren-Tit •hich has of late been regarded as true C. fzsciata. 
The type of C../itsciala appears to have come from southern California, 
and hence C.f. /te,s/ta;vœ is a synonym of truefascœala, the darker north- 
ern form being here named C.f. pt•cea.--J. A. A. 
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